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Electron Microscope Showdown!

When a new technology comes along
that challenges the status quo
it has to show results that illustrate - conclusively its advantages and benefits over the competition.
The LVEM5, from Delong, is a hot new entry into the electron microscopy market
Boasting distinct advantages and competitive specifications,
the LVEM5 is positioned to shake up how imaging at the
nanoscale is achieved
How confident are we in the LVEM5?
Confident enough to show you a head to head comparison
- A show down Between our LVEM5 and the competition in terms of
Looks and appearance
Capabilities & Modes
Results and images
Accessibility factors and cost
Performance specifications
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
The LVEM5
Accessible
The LVEM5 is so remarkably simple that anyone can use it. No longer will only highly trained technicians
be able to take meaningful electron micrographs. The controls are intuitively configured on an
ergonomically designed remote control panel that can be positioned as required. Feedback is provided
directly on the control panel as well as through the LVME5’s comprehensive software. Every installation
of a LVEM5 includes personalized on-site training for your course technicians. Students will be able to
operate the instrument after a brief introduction and minimal supervision. If support or assistance is
ever needed, the LVEM5 technical staff is readily available by phone or email.

Versatile
The LVEM5 is already an ideal addition to many laboratories doing research in nano-sciences. Its
multimodal imaging capabilities makes it a comprehensive imaging tool. The LVEM5 is truly a 3-in-1
electron microscope. Not only is it a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), but it can be configured
with up to two different scanning modes for use as a Scanning Election Microscope (SEM) and a
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM). With the LVEM5 you can switch between imaging
modes without moving your sample. This way you can capture both surface and transmission images
from the same area of interest. With only one tool you can significantly improve the understanding of
your nano materials.

Miniature Form Factor
The LVEM5 is the only multi-modal electron microscope available in a benchtop configuration. You will
no longer need to coordinate a field trip to your institutions core facility as the laboratory portion of
your nanotech courses. The LVEM5’s miniature size means that it can be installed in your teaching
laboratory, right where you need it, so that your students will earn real hands on experience. The
LVEM5 does not require a dedicated facility for installation. No special power or cooling requirements
are needed and vibration isolation is generally not a concern.

Resolution & Contrast
Don’t let the small size of the LVEM5 mislead you. It may be miniature in size but it’s a giant advantage
in the lab. The LVEM5 is capable of resolving objects as small as 2 nanometers in transmission and
scanning modes. Additionally, the LVEM5 is capable of producing higher contrast images than a
conventional transmission electron microscope without the need for stain. In no way are you sacrificing
imaging quality or obtainable resolution with a benchtop configuration. The LVEM5 easily produces high
quality images suitable for presentations or publications.
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Looks & Appearances
How an electron microscope looks has never been important, because there have never been any
options. Electron microscopes are typically massive, bulky machines. They really need their space – and
lots of modifications as well. Things like special water intake (for cooling the large lenses), dedicated
electrical sources (to produce the electron beam), magnetic field cancelation and isolation apparatus (to
dampen these effects on the long and sensitive column) are a must. That’s why you mostly find an
electron microscope in isolated, dark and cold basements.

Here the LVEM5 wins hands down.
The LVEM5 is a benchtop unit that’s >80% smaller than classical models and has no water
requirements, plugs into standard electrical socket and requires nothing more than a sturdy table to get
maximum performance. No ant vibration, no field cancelation, no basement. Pit it where you want it –
and start imaging.
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Capabilities & Modes
An electron beam can be used in many way s to study a specimen.
The beam may penetrate the sample and the electrons that pass through carry information about the
internal micro and nano structure. This is Transmission Electron Microscopy, or TEM.
The electron beam can be made into a fine point and asters or scanned across the sample. The electrons
that come back off the sample are collected and generate detailed surface imaging. This is Scanning
Electron Microscopy or SEM.
A combination of the above techniques is the scanning of a focused beam across the sample and
collection structural information from the electrons that transmit through the sample. This is Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy or STEM.
Finally, the beam can be allowed to interact with the sample in such a way that the transmitted
electrons reveal the crystal structure of the sample. This is Electron Diffraction (or ED).

Each method uses the electron beam in different ways to provide unique images of the sample. And so,
in general each technique requires a dedicated instrument.

The LVEM5 has TEM, SEM, STEM and ED capabilities, all in the same benchtop system!
TEM
SEM
STEM
ED
All in here…
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Results & Images
When it comes right down to it, it’s the results, the images you collect, that really matter.
In setting the goals for electron microscopy imaging, one would consider resolution achievable, contrast
of the image and digital capabilities at the very least. Most electron microscopes can achieve nanometer
resolutions and, provided that they have a digital camera, can capture images in digital format.
The ability to capture sufficient contrast is another story all together.
Classical TEM requires staining of light element samples, including most biological specimens as well as
polymers, in order to present contrasted images.
The lVEM5 technology platform is reduced accelerating voltage of the electron beam (5kV as compared
to standards of 80kV, 100kV or more) that provides significantly more contrast from the samples and
into your images. In fact there is 20 times more contrast from the LVEM5 beam than a 100kV beam.
This means that you will get crisp ultra high contrasted images of your samples without applying stains
(that distort your image and cause staining artifacts).
The LVEM5, which comes equipped with a digital camera, has competitive spatial resolutions (see
specifications) and provides unparalleled contrast, meets or exceeds the imaging objectives of even the
most demanding research.
On the following pages you will find example of the LVEM5 image results, in each mode (and compared
to traditional electron micrographs where relevant).
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Selected Images

Nanoparticles
TEM Mode

Molybdenum Oxide
TEM Mode

Kidney Tissue
TEM Mode

(With diffraction patterns)

Multi-Wall Carbon Nanotubes
TEM Mode
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Tobacco Mosaic Virus
TEM Mode

Fossilized Shell
SEM Mode
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Contrast
As noted, The LVEM5 provides much higher contrast – without staining – than higher kV microscopes.
Here are some examples of how better contrast leads to better images.
Example: Membrane proteins from solution
In the field of structural biology, a major goal is to determine protein structure by X-ray crystallography.
To do so, good crystals are required and good crystals come from properly separated and purified
protein solutions where the proteins are not aggregating. Some common techniques such as DLS
(Dynamic Light Scattering) and CD (Circular Dichroism) do not work on membrane proteins due to the
interference of the lipid micelles. Electron microscopy provides direct observation of the aggregate
state, but there is a problem here too; Traditional higher kV microscopes cannot image the light element
proteins, and staining most often leads to destabilization of the solution (“crashing out”).
Solution?
Using the LVEM5 gives high contrasted images without staining.
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Example: Cellular imaging – Malaria in Red Blood Cells
As a general rule, higher kV electron microscope cannot detect sufficient differences within light
element samples to provide useful contrast. This is broadly applicable to all life science specimens which
are, by nature, light organic materials.

Staining is one solution, but aside from the additional preparation steps that staining involves (and the
handling they require) and the hazard of heavy metal stain. The contrast is added and not inherent to
the samples. Artifacts, distortions and false results can be staining consequences.
But contrast is required…
Solution?
Using the LVEM5 provides the contrast without staining
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Example: Microtubules – contrast without staining
The general rule, of low contrast with higher kV electron microscopes, applies to all materials (biological
and otherwise) composed of light elements.
Again, staining can be employed, but if there were a way to achieve even higher contrast, high
resolution images of polymers and similar materials, without staining, the preference is obvious.
Solution?
Using the LVEM5 provides the contrast without staining
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Example: Viruses – Contrasted evenly without staining
When staining is used to add contrast another difficulty is controlling the stain ensuring differential
staining (ie; darken what you want and not other parts of the sample).
Solution?
Using the LVEM5 provides the contrast – evenly – without staining
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
LVEM5 vs. Conventional EM – Summary
LVEM 5

Conventional TEM

Operating Modes

TEM, STEM, SEM, ED

TEM

Contrast with Unstained Samples

High

Low

Operating Voltage

5kv

80-300kv

Electron Source

Field Emission Gun (FEG)

Tungsten or FEG

TEM resolution

2nm

Less than 2nm

Airlock Pump Down
Installation

3 minutes
(miniature column)

Longer
(column size dependant)

Location

Desktop, lab bench

Dedicated room

Electrical

Standard plug

Dedicated HV source

Cooling Water

No cooling water used

Water required : 0.2-0.6 Mpa

Compressed Air

No compressed air used

Compressed air required: '4-6 Atm

Weight

154 lbs

1,609 lbs

Size

2 ft by 2 ft

7 ft by 8 ft

Operations

Straightforward

Complex

Whole-group use

Dedicated operator

Student friendly
Suitable Samples
Section thickness
Sample in vacuum
Cost
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Nanoparticles
Stained
biological
20 - 50 nm.
TEM sections
Stained polymer sections
20 - 80 nm. STEM
Unstained polymer sections
Yes
Unstained biological sections
Benchtop
Powders price
Fibers
Nanotubes
Bulk materials
Phages
Viruses

Nanoparticles
Stained
sections
80+ nm biological
TEM
Stained polymer sections
80+ nm. STEM
Nanotubes
Yes
$500,000 - 2,000,000+
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Accessibility factors and cost
Due to imposition of size, complexity and cost, electron microscopes have not been accessible to a large
number of scientists who could utilize high resolution imaging in their research.
By now you’ve realized that the LVEM5 is an altogether unique electron microscope that has rid itself –
and you – of impractical issues while maintaining competitive specifications across multiple (TEM, SEM,
STEM) imaging modes.
Easy operations
The LVEM5 was designed to be used by all researchers, so in addition to reducing instrument size, we
have also designed intuitive and easy to use software for microscope operations and imaging (capture
and analysis)

Cost
The LVEM5 has reduced size, reduced complexity, and yes, reduced cost.
Most electron microscopes will have a starting base (bare unit, no digital camera) of sever hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Keep in mind that each system, TEM, SEM or STEM) is a separate unit and will
require room renovations, dedicated operators and so on. Service contracts are also costly, usually 610% of an instruments price.
The LVEM5 provides TEM, SEM and STEM plus diffraction with digital imaging in a single benchtop
design with an equally dramatic low cost.
Please contact us for details. www.lv-em.com
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Electron Microscope Showdown!
Specifications
Operation
Nominal accelerating voltage
Specimen Size
Time for sample exchange

5 Kv
Standard ф 3.05 mm grids
Approx 3 min.

Electron Optics
Condenser lens
Focal length*
The smallest illuminated area
Condenser aperture
*calculated for 5 Kv

Permanent magnet
4.30 nm
100 nm
Ф 50, 30 µm

Objective lens
Focal length*
Cs (spherical aberration coefficient)
Cc (chromatic aberration
coefficient)
δ theor (theoretical resolution)
α theor (theoretical aperture angle)
Objective aperture
*calculated for 5 Kv

Permanent magnet
1.26 mm
0.64 mm
0.89 mm
1.12 nm
10-2 rad
Ф 50, 30 µm

Projection Lens

electrostatic

Electron Gun
Current density
Lifetime

SE Cathode ZrO/W[100]
0.2mA sr-1
> 2,000 hours

Light Optics
Objective Olympus M 40x
NA 0.90
Objective Olympus M 4x
NA 0.13
Binocular M 10x
Olympus U-TR30-2 widefield trinocular observation tube
TEM image capture
Camera
Pixel size
Digitalization
Pixel size
Cooling

Retiga 400R CCD
2048 x 2048 pixels
12 bits
7.4 x 7.4 µm
Peltier cooling

Scan image capture
monitor
Saving image
digitalization

512 x 512 pixels
Up to 2048 x 2048 pixels
8 bits
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Imaging Modes
TEM
Resolving power
TEM BOOST
Basic System
Total magnification
TEM BOOST
Basic System
ED
Minimum probe size
Diffraction lens

1.2 nm
2.0 nm
1,400 – 700,0000x
5,000 – 202,0000x
100 nm
Magnification 3.5

STEM
Resolving power
Minimum magnification

2.0 nm
(25 x 25 µm) 6,000x

SEM (BSE detector)
Resolving power
Minimum magnification

3 nm
(200 x 200 µm) 640x

Vacuum
Airlock System
Diaphragm and
turbomolecular pump

10-5 mbar

Object space
Ion getter pump (10 l sec-1)

10-8 mbar

Electron Gun
Ion getter pump (7 l sec-1)

10-9 mbar

Weights and Dimensions
Electron and light optics
Weight
25 kg
Dimensions
29 x 45 x 43 cm
(w/o camera)
Airlock pumping system
Weight
15 kg
Dimensions
30 x 30 x 34 cm
Control Electronics
Weight
19 kg
Dimensions
47 x 27 x 27 cm

Consumption
Control electronics in standby
(ion getter pumps only)
20 VA
Control electronics
160 VA
Including airlock pumping
system
300 VA
Camera
24 VA
PC and monitor
450 VA
No cooling water for the microscope is required
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